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Abstract
Stand structure is an important feature reflecting the status of forests. Here, four typical secondary
forests in the Greater Khingan Mountains are examined. Five random plots were selected from
each forest, and their tree size distributions and stand spatial structures were compared. The unary
distributions of the diameters at breast height (DBH) and tree heights showed consistency, which
indicated there was an over-abundance of small-diameter trees in these forests. The joint probability
distribution showed that the number of small-diameter trees was significantly larger than that of
large-diameter trees. Furthermore, according to the unary distribution of spatial structure characteristics,
the stands mostly exhibited a clustered structure, and the competition in the stands was intense, which is
not conducive to growth. One-way covariance analysis was used to test the similarities and differences
in the spatial parameters of the four stands. There were no significant differences between them in
terms of dominance or the uniform angle index. Only mingling was significantly different, where the
mixed forest had a significant advantage (p = 0.05). The structure of these secondary stands is poor, so
the formation of a stable forest ecosystem by natural succession is hampered.

Keywords: mixed and broad-leaved secondary forests, size distribution, spatial structure, unary and
binary distribution

Introduction
There is a general consensus that mixed forests offer
ecological and productivity advantages over singlespecies forests in most situations, e.g., higher habitat
heterogeneity, high water-holding capacity, and greater
diversity of species composition [1-4]. Meanwhile,
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studies have explored ways to convert pure plantations
into mixed forests [5]. Nevertheless, for secondary
forests, including those resulting from deforestation
and damage by natural hazards, few studies exist, and
still fewer compare mixed stands with pure tree species
stands.
Historically the Greater Khingan Mountains were
rich in forest resources. However, due to severe damage
from wildfires, especially in 1987, and continuous
deforestation due to logging over many years, the forest
status has been degraded, resulting in higher rates of
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soil erosion and lower quality of harvested timber [6].
The potential for human intervention to improve the
stand status of forests is a source of controversy [7,
8]. Some researchers have found that forest planning
provides many environmental benefits, and assists in
making management decisions to improve the future
state of forests. They have studied the effects of
forest planning, and predicted how forests will change
over time due to the effects of natural factors and
human activities. Additionally, they applied advanced
technology in forestry, producing land cover maps using
satellite images and geographical information systems
[9-14]. In China, the national government has issued
a policy prohibiting commercial logging in designated
natural forests, and scientists have made many efforts to
improve the status of the nation’s secondary forests [15].
An in-depth understanding of stand structure helps
guide the formulation of effective, scientific forest
management measures. Stand structure includes both
spatial and non-spatial structure. Some scholars have
studied the pattern of variation in non-spatial structural
parameters [16-19] and consider it as indicative of the
stability of forest stands, which can guide the direction
of forest management to a certain extent [20, 21]. With
the improvement of forest management and technology,
the use of spatial structure to indicate stand status has
been proposed. The spatial structure parameters of a
stand can fully reflect various features of the spatial
distribution of trees in the forest. These parameters
also describe the relationships between trees, such
as competitive interactions and spatial niches, which
reflect the health, growth potential and stability of
stands [22-24].
Diameter at breast height (DBH) and tree height
are two important aspects of non-spatial structure [2530]. Because the values of these two variables are easy
to accurately obtain in small-scale regions, they are
commonly used as key variables for understanding
stand volume and forest growth and for evaluation
of forest status. Liang, P. et al. [31] found that forest
height was important in shaping the altitudinal change
in radial growth response to climate change, which
indicates that forest height can reflect the status of
the stand. Many scholars have attempted to model the
height-diameter relationship [29, 30, 32-37] and then
estimate stand volume by fitting a related model. Such
models can aid in formulating forest management
measures [36, 38]. The description and explanation
of spatial structure and the relationships between
single trees have become the focus of forest structure
research [8, 22] and are receiving increased attention.
Rather than a description that focuses on analyzing
individual forests as statistical units through statistical
techniques [39-42], a quantitative analysis based on
the relationship between neighbouring trees can enable
managers to better understand the structure of a forest’s
microenvironment and make quantitative adjustments
to the forest structure accordingly [8]. For example,
mingling indicates the degree of isolation of different
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tree species in a stand. Hui G.Y. et al. [43] proposed
the concept of dominance, which clearly describes
tree size in a forest. Hui G.Y. [44] first proposed the
concept of the uniform angle index, which describes the
spatial distribution of forest trees. The uniform angle
index, mingling and dominance are parameters that
collectively quantify and describe the spatial structure
of a forest and can provide spatial information such as
tree distribution, mixing of species and tree size in a
forest [45-47].
Analysis of the current forest structure can provide
important information to assist in developing forest
management strategies [48]. In this paper, the structures
of a mixed forest and three pure forests in the Greater
Khingan Mountains were analysed according to tree
size distribution characteristics and stand spatial
structure [20, 49] in order to comprehensively reveal
the structural characteristics of the four types of
stands. The tree size distribution and spatial structural
characteristics of the forests were compared and
analysed. The distributions of DBH and tree height
are discussed, and the growth status of the stands are
measured to reflect their competition, differentiation
and natural sparseness. Also, the binary distribution
of DBH and tree height is used to describe the joint
probability between tree height and DBH in order to
reveal the internal structural relationship between the
two factors. This was done in order to: a) more fully
understand the stand structure; b) accurately predict
changes in the diameter classes and accumulation of
the trees; c) understand the spatial information of the
forest stands based on the unary distribution of spatial
structural parameters (forest distribution pattern, mixed
state and size) [50]; d) compare the differences in
spatial structural parameters among various types of
natural forests by covariance analysis; e) reveal intrinsic
structural relationships through the joint frequency
distribution between two of the three structural
parameters; and f) provide additional abundance and
microscopic spatial structural information for specific
forests. We try to quantify the characteristics of stand
structure of secondary forests in order to: (1) reflect
the current status of various kinds of secondary forest
(to help determine if it is possible for these stands
to regenerate naturally, and to provide reference to
further management and manual intervention); and (2)
to compare the stand structure of a mixed forest with
broad-leafed forests to determine if a mixed forest
offers a stand structure advantage for regenerating a
secondary forest.

Martials and Methods
Study Site
The study area is located in the Yuejin Forest Farm
and Cuifeng Forest Farm of the Jiagedaqi Forestry
Bureau in the Greater Khingan Mountains (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Map of study area. The left is the location of the forest farm and dots mean the sample plots. Meanwhile, the red line is the contour
line of 25 m. The right is the location of the forest farm belonging to Nei Mongol Province.

The topography includes low hills, with an elevation of
around 430 to 520 m and a slope of no more than 10°.
Most of the forest soil is dark brown, with a thickness of
about 10 to 25 cm. The annual frost-free period is 80 to
110 days, and the average annual precipitation is above
500 mm. The area has a cold, temperate, continental
monsoon climate. Winters are long and cold, and
summers are very short; however, sunshine duration
is very long. The temperature difference between

day and night is very large, and the annual average
temperature is only -1.2ºC [15]. Mixed coniferous
and broad-leaved, low-quality forests were selected
from the 51 forest classes at Yuejin Forest Farm
(124°14’44.4″-124°15’35.5″E, 50°30’45.3″-50°31’17.4″N).
Three pure-stand forests were selected, including
low-quality Populus davidiana forests from the 54
forest classes at Yuejin Forest Farm (124°14’9.5″124°15’54.5″E,
50°27’37.85″-50°28’56.5″N)
and

Table 1. Survey of forest lands.
Stand types

A

B

C

D

Item

Mixed forest

Populus davidiana
forest

Quercus mongolica
forest

Betula platyphylla
forest

Slope aspect

North

West

Southeast

Northeast

Slope position

Upper

Middle

Middle

Middle

Gradient (°)

4

6

8

7

Soil depth (cm)

22

20

22

22

Dominant species in arbour layer

Larix gmelinii
Betula platyphylla
Quercus mongolica

Populus davidiana

Quercus mongolica

Betula platyphylla

Canopy coverage in arbour layer

0.3

0.4

0.4

0.3

Average diameter in arbour layer (cm)

8.6

7.8

8.9

11

Average tree height in arbour layer (m)

8

5.2

7.4

9

Shrub species

Lespedeza bicolor

Corylus chinensis

Lespedeza bicolor

Salix wangiana

Shrub coverage (%)

17

15

15

12

Herb species

Carex callitrichos

Convallaria majalis

Atractylodes lancea

Cyperus rotundus

Herb coverage (%)

29

21

30

27
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Table 2. Definitions and values of each spatial structure index.
Index

Formula

Value
0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1

W

Absolutely
uniform

Uniform

Random

Nonuniform

Clumped

U

Predominant

Subdominant

Moderate

Inferior

Extremely inferior

M

Not mixed

Weakly mixed

Medium mixed

Strongly mixed

Extremely
strongly mixed

Quercus mongolica and Betula platyphylla forests
from among the 174 forest classes at Cuifeng Forest
Farm (124°23’47.8″-124°24’ 35.1″E, 50°34’ 9.17″50°34’32.0″N). Site conditions of the four types of lowquality forests at the time when the study area was set
up (2009) are shown in Table 1.

Sample Collection
Five 50×50 m typical plots were randomly
established in each of the four types of natural forest
stands, so a total of 20 plots (Fig. 1) were surveyed and
sampled (in August 2018). In each plot, we investigated

each tree with a DBH greater than 3 cm. Data collected
during the survey included the species name, DBH,
crown width, tree height and location coordinates.
In each plot, the indexes of spatial structure (uniform
angle index, mingling and dominance) and stand factors
(diameter at breast height, tree height and crown width)
of the stands were calculated.

Data Analysis
The DBH distribution and tree height distribution
of each forest were established based on the number
of plants per hectare at each plot. The ‘moments’

Fig. 2. Distributions of tree DBH in stands of different types of forests. The blue line in the figure indicates the actual distribution of the
DBH of the forest, and the red line indicates the normal distribution curve based on the mean and standard deviation of the DBH.
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package in R statistical software was used to analyse
the parameters of the unitary distributions of DBH and
tree height in each stand, including the mean, skewness
and kurtosis. The Mclust function performs bivariate
joint density estimation and analysis of corresponding
parameters, and the plot function creates a threedimensional graph of the bivariate results [51]. In this
study, the forest size and tree height in the five plots
of each type of natural forest were combined, and the
tree size distribution characteristics of different types of
forests were analysed using the above methods.
The uniform angle index (W), mingling (M) and
dominance (U) of each stand were calculated using
the information shown in Table 2 [8]. To avoid edge
effects, a buffer of 1m was set. The relative frequencies
of tree species with each value were counted, and the
distribution frequency, that is, the unary distribution
of spatial structural parameters, was obtained. The
three structural parameters were combined to form
the following three pairs: mingling (M)-dominance
(U), mingling (M)-uniform angle index (W), and
dominance (U)-uniform angle index (W). Next, the
relative frequency of the number of trees in each
combination was taken as the ordinate, and the different
values were combined and taken as the abscissa.
A binary distribution of the spatial structural parameters
was obtained. Using Excel 2013, the spatial structural
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diversity of mixed and broad-leafed forests was mapped
and analysed.
The zij expresses whether the angle (α) of an adjacent
tree compared to the reference tree is less than the
standard angle α0 (α0 = 72°), if α<α0, zij = 1. Otherwise,
zij = 0. The average W reflects the overall level of the
forest relative to three distributions: random, clumped,
and uniform, which occur between (0.475, 0.517),
above 0.517 and below 0.475, respectively. When the
nearest neighbour is larger than the reference tree,
k ij = 1. Otherwise, zij = 0. When the species of the
nearest neighbour is not the same as the reference tree,
vij = 1. Otherwise, vij = 0.

Results and Discussion
Forest Size Distribution Characteristics
As shown in Fig. 2, the DBH of forest stands A
and C have a single-peak unary distribution, while
stands B and D have a distinct multimodal distribution.
To better quantify the DBH, the relevant parameters
were calculated in R. The results are shown in Table
3. The average DBH of stands A to D are 9.66 cm,
8.28 cm, 8.79 cm and 10.79 cm respectively, i.e., not
very thick, which is consistent with the characteristics

Fig. 3. Distributions of tree height in stands of different types of forests. The blue line in the figure indicates the actual distribution of the
tree heights of the forest, and the red line indicates the normal distribution curve based on the mean and standard deviation of tree height.
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Table 3. Distribution parameters of tree DBH.
Stand types

Skewness

Kurtosis

Mean / cm

Variance

Variable coefficient
(Cv) / %

Standard deviation
(Sd) / cm

A

2.78

18.19

9.66

18.21

44.19

4.27

B

0.88

4.23

8.28

3.88

23.82

1.97

C

3.31

20.68

8.79

14.64

43.53

3.83

D

0.41

2.55

10.97

14.09

34.20

3.75

of low-quality forests. The corresponding coefficients of
variation are 44.19, 23.83, 43.53 and 34.20, respectively.
The difference in DBH between trees is greatest in
stand A and smallest in stand B, which is also reflected
in the variance and standard deviation. The skewness
is 2.78, 0.88, 3.31, and 0.41, all of which are positive
values, indicating that the curves are biased to the left.
The peaks of stands A, B and C are at 18.19, 4.23 and
20.68, respectively, and their values are greater than
3, indicating that the curves exhibit pointed kurtosis
(“spike” curves). The stand D peak is at 2.55, which
is less than 3, indicating that the distribution exhibits
flat kurtosis (a “flat-top” curve). The DBH of the four
types of natural forests revealed more trees with small
diameters.
As shown in Fig. 3, the tree height of stands B and
C have a single-peak unary distribution, while those of
stands A and D have a distinct multimodal distribution.
The relevant parameters are shown in Table 4. The
average tree heights of the four types of stands are
9.50 m, 9.13 m, 9.55 m and 12.22 m respectively. The
corresponding coefficients of variation are 22.80,
18.31, 26.18 and 28.52. The difference in tree height
between trees in stand A is greatest, and that in stand
B is the smallest (consistent with the DBH), which is
also reflected in the variance and standard deviation.
The skewness is 0.77, 0.88, 1.56 and 0.41 – all of
which are positive values, indicating that the curves
are biased to the left. Furthermore, the values are so
small that the curve is similar to a normal distribution.
The peaks of stands A, B and C are at 4.05, 4.59, and
10.00, respectively, and their values are greater than 3,
indicating that the curves exhibit pointed kurtosis (spike
curves). However, the stand D peak is at 2.75, which is
less than 3, indicating that the distribution exhibits flat
kurtosis (a flat-top curve).

As shown in Fig. 4, the joint distribution of DBH
and tree height in stand A exhibits a single peak. The
number of small-diameter trees is significantly more
than those of large-diameter. The stand diameter and
tree height of stand B combine to show a two-peak
distribution. However, the number of small diameter
trees is still greater than those with large diameters.
The distribution of DBH and tree height in stand C has
a single peak, and the stand is dominated by smalldiameter trees. The stand diameter and tree height
jointly show a two-peak distribution in stand D, and the
DBH is mainly <15 cm.
The DBH of both mixed and pure forests is small,
i.e., left-biased compared with the normal distribution,
indicating that the small size of trees in the current
forest will take a long time to become mature and the
stands are not stable, which is also indicted by the
distribution of tree height. Moreover, the distributions
of tree height and DBH are consistent, although some
other researchers found a nonlinear relationship between
them [25, 29, 52]. The differences among the five plots
in each forest were consistent, both in tree height and
DBH. The five plots in stand B were all quite different,
while the forms of the distribution curves of the other
stands were generally the same. However, the curves of
tree height for the stands are more similar to a normal
distribution, reflecting how height develops before
diameter in the tree species we studied. This is similar to
the findings of Xiang, W. et. al [53], which showed that
when DBH <10 cm, the value of mean height is bigger
than DBH in the secondary forest. However, we did not
explore the specific relationship between DBH and tree
height in detail. Therefore, we can only use the results
obtained thus far to analyse the tree size distribution of
the four forests. The DBH and height of the trees in the
birch forest were the greatest among the four forests. By

Table 4. Distribution parameters of tree height.
Stand types

Skewness

Kurtosis

Mean / m

Variance

Variable coefficient
(Cv) /%

Standard deviation
(Sd) / m

A

0.77

4.05

9.50

7.48

28.80

2.74

B

0.88

4.59

9.13

2.79

18.31

1.67

C

1.56

10.00

9.55

6.25

26.18

2.50

D

0.44

2.75

12.22

12.14

28.52

3.48
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Fig. 4. Graphic representation of two bivariate mixtures involving DBH and height for the four stand types.

analysing the joint probability distribution of DBH and
tree height in the stands, we can conclude the following:
although stands B and D have a two-peak distribution
while stands A and C have a single-peak distribution,
the number of trees with a small or medium diameter in
all four stands is significantly greater than that of trees
with a large diameter. The trees in the four forest types
are small and need more time to mature.

Stand Spatial Structure Characteristics
Unary Distribution of Spatial Structure
First, when the average value of the uniform angle
index is between [0.475, 0.517], it exhibits a random
distribution; when it is >0.517, it exhibits an aggregated
distribution; and when it is <0.475, it exhibits

Table 5. Average uniform angle index of stand under different types of forest.
Sample

Uniform
angle index

Sample

Uniform
angle index

Sample

Uniform
angle index

Sample

Uniform
angle index

A1

0.750

B1

0.617

C1

0.596

D1

0.598

A2

0.531

B2

0.613

C2

0.518

D2

0.560

A3

0.508

B3

0.587

C3

0.576

D3

0.605

A4

0.564

B4

0.529

C4

0.581

D4

0.610

A5

0.597

B5

0.556

C5

0.523

D5

0.580

Mean

0.590

Mean

0.580

Mean

0.559

Mean

0.591

Standard

0.085

Standard

0.034

Standard

0.032

Standard

0.018
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Fig. 5. Distribution frequency of the uniform angle index of stands in different types of forests.

a uniform distribution [30]. As shown in Table 5, except
for the A3 plot (whose average value for the uniform
angle index is 0.508, indicating a random distribution),
the average value of the indexes is greater than 0.517,
indicating an aggregated distribution and a clustered
structure. Based on the relative frequencies of different
values of the uniform angle index, the frequency
distributions of the four forest types are similar.
The 0.5 frequency is the highest, and there are no
sample plots with a value of 0. Although each set of
5 experimental plots was selected from within the
same type of stand, the uniform angle index
distribution within each plot is variable. For example,
the frequency (1) of the A1 plot is significantly
high. The average uniform angle indexes of the four
forest types are 0.590, 0.580, 0.559, and 0.591, which
indicates a clustered structure (Fig. 5). The differences
between the five experimental plots in stand A (mixed
forest) are the largest, and the standard deviation is
0.085.
As shown in Table 6, the mingling in the five
plots in each stand are as follows: stand A – 0.500,

0.505, 0.625, 0.443, 0.410, with an average value of
0.497±0.073; stand B – 0.348, 0.125, 0.090, 0.500, 0.403,
with an average value of 0.293±0.160; stand C – 0.513,
0.335, 0.130, 0.319, 0.176, with an average value of
0.295±0.135; and stand D – 0.223, 0.393, 0.140, 0.074, 0,
with an average value of 0.165±0.135. The differences in
the mingling in stand A (a coniferous and broad-leaved
mixed forest) are small, and the degrees of mingling
are above 0.4. Stands B, C, and D are intended to
represent pure forests, but this is almost impossible
to achieve under natural conditions. Based on the
results, there is a large difference in mingling among
the five experimental plots randomly selected within
each stand. Some samples are close to 0, while others
are as high as 0.5, which reflects the complexity of the
tree species composition in the test area. In general, the
mingling in stand D is the lowest. As shown in Fig. 6,
the distribution frequencies are generally the same for
the different values of mingling, i.e., within the range of
0-1, and there are no obvious dominant intervals.
In terms of the spatial structural parameters of the
stand, the results showed that except for the A3 plot

Table 6. Average mingling in stands of different types of forests.
Sample

Mingling

Sample

Mingling

Sample

Uniform angle index

Sample

Mingling

A1

0.500

B1

0.348

C1

0.513

D1

0.223

A2

0.505

B2

0.125

C2

0.335

D2

0.393

A3

0.625

B3

0.090

C3

0.130

D3

0.140

A4

0.443

B4

0.500

C4

0.319

D4

0.074

A5

0.410

B5

0.403

C5

0.176

D5

0

Mean

0.497

Mean

0.293

Mean

0.295

Mean

0.165

Standard

0.073

Standard

0.160

Standard

0.135

Standard

0.135
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Table 7. Differences between stand types of structure parameters.
About uniform angle index
Df

Sum Df

Sum Sq

Mean Sq

F value

Pr(>F)

Dominance

1

0.010

0.010

4.015

0.065

Mingling

1

0.001

0.001

0.549

0.471

Stand type

3

0.004

0.001

0.516

0.678

Residuals

14

0.036

0.003

.

About dominance
Df

Sum Df

Sum Sq

Mean Sq

F value

Pr(>F)

Uniform angle
index

1

0.004

0.004

5.920

0.029

Mingling

1

0.000

0.000

0.578

0.460

Stand type

3

0.006

0.002

3.053

0.064

Residuals

14

0.010

0.001

*

.

About Mingling
Df

Sum Df

Sum Sq

Mean Sq

F value

Pr(>F)

Dominance

1

0.010

0.010

0.471

0.504

Uniform angle
index

1

0.015

0.015

0.684

0.422

Stand type

3

0.290

0.097

4.467

0.021

Residuals

14

0.303

0.022

(mixed forest), all plots exhibited a uniform angle index
greater than 0.517, indicating that they were clustered,
which is not ideal, because a random distribution is
preferred for a productive forest [44]. A clustered
distribution is not conducive to the growth of trees in
forests because the distribution of forest trees is too
dense. When trees display a certain distribution, the

*

competition within the forest is intensified, and this
hinders the development of stands. Overall, the average
mingling of birch forest is the lowest, which indicates
that the composition of birch forest in this area is
relatively simple and that there is a greater possibility
for birch to grow and prosper.

Fig. 6. Distribution frequency of mingling in stands of different types of forests.
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Comparison of Characteristics Among Mixed
and Pure Forests

Because of the inter-relationship between the
uniform angle index, dominance and mingling, it is
necessary to exclude the influence of other parameters
in order to analyze differences in the spatial parameters
among the four forest stands. In this paper, one-way
analysis of covariance was used to test the similarities
and differences in the spatial parameters between
mixed and pure forests. As shown in Table 7, there are
no significant differences in the uniform angle index
between mixed forest and pure forests. Small differences
are caused by differences in dominance among the
forest types. There is a difference in dominance among
the four types of natural forests (p<0.1). Additionally,
there is a significant difference in mingling among the
four types of natural forests (p<0.05), and a significant
different in mean mingling between stand A and stand
D according to Tukey’s test.

Fig. 7. Binary distributions of the uniform angle index and dominance.

Mixed forest showed a significant advantage in
mingling, which reached 0.4 or higher, which was
higher than the other three forests. Ideally, other
types of stands such as pure forests should be chosen
as part of the experimental design, but this is almost
impossible to achieve in actual natural forests, as shown
by the experimental results. Among the five plots within
each forest type, the degree of mingling showed high
variation, which indicated that there were significant
differences in the dominant tree species composition.
When the level was set at p = 0.05, there were no
significant differences in the uniform angle index or
dominance among the four forest types.
Binary Distribution of Spatial Structure
As shown by the binary distribution of the uniform
angle index and dominance (Fig. 7), the four forests
have similar distribution patterns, and the relative
frequency at U = 0.50 is the highest, but the distribution
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of dominance has no obvious pattern. The percentages
of trees in the five plots in each stand that are randomly
distributed and dominant (dominance = 0 and
0.25, respectively) are: stand A – 20.41%, 25.56%,
28.71%, 25.71% and 24.31% with a mean of
24.94%±2.68%; stand B – 24.65%, 20.52%, 25.52%,
24.58% and 18.97%, with a mean of 22.85±2.60%; stand
C – 19.34%, 22.58%, 21.37%, 25.30% and 25.93%,
with a mean of 22.90%±2.45%; and stand D – 24.11%,
36.56%, 22.63%, 18.32% and 17.68%, with a mean of
23.86%±6.81%. We also calculated the percentage of
trees that were not randomly distributed or dominant
in each forest. The percentages are: stand A – 19.05%,
13.28%, 12.89%, 18.29% and 17.36%, with a mean
of 16.17±2.58%; stand B – 14.73%, 19.27%, 16.64%,
14.05% and 16.48%, with a mean of 16.23±1.82%;
stand C – 21.19%, 20.16%, 18.93%, 11.39% and 14.81%,
with a mean of 17.30%±3.66%; and stand D – 15.63%,
7.68%, 17.31%, 19.91% and 24.24%, with a mean of
16.95%±5.47%.

Fig. 8. Binary distributions of the uniform angle index and mingling.
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As shown in Fig. 8, the relationships between
uniform angle index and mingling among the four
forest stands are random. The percentages of trees
that are randomly distributed and highly mixed
(mingling = 1.00 and 0.75, respectively) are: stand
A – 14.29%, 32.29%, 34.86%, 17.14% and 19.44%,
with a mean of 23.61%±8.34%; stand B – 27.94%,
13.68%, 2.84%, 10.93% and 6.32%, with a mean
of 12.34±8.65%; stand C – 12.08%, 3.23%, 2.07%,
28.11% and 14.81%, with a mean of 12.06%±9.41%;
and stand D – 15.07%, 5.22%, 2.19%, 20.36% and
10.10%, with a mean of 10.59%±6.56. Additionally,
we calculated the percentages of trees that were
not randomly distributed and had a low degree of
mixing in each forest. They are: stand A – 19.05%,
13.28%, 7.52%, 19.43% and 19.68%, with a mean of
15.79±4.77%; stand B – 13.81%, 24.63%, 33.27%,
30.20% and 36.91%, with a mean of 27.76±8.06%; stand
C – 31.03%, 41.13%, 38.33%, 11.39% and 18.52%, with
a mean of 28.08%±11.44%; and stand D – 22.88%,
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Fig. 9. Binary distributions of the dominance and mingling.

15.67%, 35.05%, 19.91% and 30.30%, with a mean of
24.76%±7.02%.
As shown in Fig. 9, the percentages of trees that are
highly mixed (mingling = 1.00 and 0.75) and dominant
(dominance = 0 and 0.25) are: stand A – 15.87%,
19.79%, 23.24%, 12.24% and 13.89%, with a mean of
17.01%±4.01%; stand B – 16.77%, 8.92%, 1.70%, 8.43%
and 3.59%, with a mean of 7.88±5.23%; stand C –
8.79%, 2.91%, 1.26%, 13.31% and 8.64%, with a mean
of 6.98%±4.37%; and stand D – 18.42%, 2.76%, 1.30%,
18.10% and 11.11%, with a mean of 10.34%±7.28%.
Finally, we calculated the percentage of trees that had
a low degree of mixing and were dominant in each
forest: stand A – 11.11%, 14.06%, 8.20%, 22.20% and
19.68%, with a mean of 15.05±5.21%; stand B – 15.78%,
24.63%, 45.75%, 22.37% and 34.18%, with a mean of
28.54±10.43%; stand C – 28.03%, 33.17%, 43.81%,
17.90% and 24.69%, with a mean of 29.52%±8.70%; and

stand D – 9.15%, 23.50%, 39.43%, 14.93% and 20.20%,
with a mean of 21.44%±10.22%.
No regular patterns were observed for the binary
distribution of spatial structure. However, comparing
uniform angle index, mingling and dominance, we find
that the relationship between the uniform angle index
and dominance differs little among these four stands.
In regard to the relationships between the uniform
angle index and mingling and between mingling and
dominance, the differences among the five plots and
among the four stands are significant. This finding
confirms that mingling is the most important factor
distinguishing these four forest stands.
Unlike the previous studies [1-4], we did not find an
obvious superiority in non-spatial structure or spatial
structure of mixed forests compared with pure forests.
One reason is that secondary forests such as those used
in our study contain timber with low quality and low
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economic value – especially in our study where the
tree sizes are small. This will increase the time it takes
for the mixed forest to achieve its superiority. Second,
although other characteristics including tree size and
spatial structure are almost all similar, it might be that
the superiority of a mixed forest is due to the species
diversity itself. If so, then the mingling, in other words,
species diversity, is the origin of ecological differences
between mixed and pure forests. To test this hypothesis,
it would be useful to conduct additional research to test
the ecological status in the forest (i.e., soil properties,
water capacity, carbon storage, etc.).

Conclusions
Based on an analysis of the current tree size
distribution and stand spatial structure of mixed and
pure forest stands in the Greater Khingan Mountains,
it is evident that there are cases where – although
tree diameters are small and large diameter trees are
relatively few in number – the distribution of vegetation
is dense and there is little room for growth. There is
therefore much competition between trees and the
resultant forest is of low quality. Under these conditions
a mixed forest does not exhibit an advantage in either
tree size or spatial structure characteristics except for
mingling. Consequently, the structure status of these
secondary forests in the Greater Khingan Mountains is
still poor due to the previous cutting and wildfires. This
means that completely transforming the stand structure
through natural renewal would be a long process.
Artificial intervention in the secondary forest may help
to reach a stable state more quickly.
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